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DEVELOPI[ENT OF THE ._T.A.C._. SLOT-LIP AILEROR

By Fred E. Weick and Joseph A. Shortal

SU}[_ARY

An investigation of the undesirable delayed action,

or lag, of the slooiler-type lateral control device led to

the development of the i_.A.C.A, slot-lip aileron. The

tests were made in the 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel with a

4- by 8-foot wing hinged at the tunnel jet boundary and

restrained in roll b__ elastic cords. Time histories were

taken of the _uotion of the control device under test and

of the resulting wing m_otion.

First, the lag, as affected by the fore-aug.-aft loca-

tion of retractable ailerons or spoilers was determined.

The lag was found to increase regularly as the spoiler _vas

moved from the rear of the wing toward tLe front. Then a

combination of spoiler and fixed slot was developed that,

with the spoiler retractir_g into the for_vard part of the

slot, reduced the time lag to a negligible value. In ad-

dition, an arrangement was developed using a hinged aile-

ron-type flap as the upper portion, or lip, of a slot

through tLe win_, This arrangon_ent sub, ears to be usable

as a form of lateral control device that shows promise of

giving i_rove_ control and stability at the high angles

of attack through the stall, with negligible lag, low con-

trol forces, and relatively simple construction.

IETRODUCTi0E

Owing to the fact that safety in flight can be in-

creased by improving the lateral control and stability at

high angles of attack, the National A_visory Committee fo_"

Aeronautics has undertaken an investigation with that aim

(reference 1). Wind-tunnel tests have _own that s_oiler -
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type devices located in the forward portion of the wing

should _ive improvc_ rolling and yawing moments at high

an/_les of attack (reference 2), Flight tests have re-

veiled, however, that the spoiler control is accompanied

by a delayed response, or lag, (reference 3) unless locat-

ed well back on the wing (reference 4). The present work

was undertaken to investigate the nature of this lag un-

der controlled conditions in a wind tunnel and to explore

the possibilities of obtaining a _evice having spoiler-

type control without lag. For this purpose, a special

large wing was fitted with the desired control devices and

flexibly mounted in the II.A._.A. 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel

in such z_anner that the wing moved when the controls were

deflected, the motions of both the control device and the

wing being, in eaoh case, photographically recorded. The

final outcome of the investigation was the development of

a new form of lateral control device called "slot%lip a_:le-

tons, "

AzP_RA_US AND TESTS

The 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel is described in refer-

t_.e wing arranged for the presentonce 5. A diagram of _

lag tests is _nown in figure 1. The wing was hinged at

one end and was s_pportod above and below by elastic cords

(airplane rubber Sl_ock-absoriJer cords) at a point somewhat

inboard fro:_ the other end In order to nolcL the wing

level with the tunnel in operation, the tension inthe

lower cord was made adj_stab!e. The motions of the wing

and the control device _ere transmitted by means of cords

to a control-position recorder developed for flight tests.

With this instrument, the motion of the control device and

the notion of the wing were photographically recorded on
the same film.

The lag tests were made -_vith the wing at two differ-

ent angles of attack, 0 ° representin_ the high-speed and

cr_islng contritions of flight and 15 _ representing flight

at low speed. With the 0 ° angle of attack the tunnel was

o_erated at 80 miles per hour and _ith the 15 ° angle of

attack at 40 miles per hour, these conditions giving the

same lag for correspondin'_ lift coefficients as the full-

scale tests on the F-22 airpl:_ne used in the f_ight tests

with spoilers (reference 3). In the present tests the
control devices were deflected_ variou_ a_o_nts and then

returned to ",:_.eutrr_l, tAe recor@_s being taken in each case.
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R;,o_L_S A_TD_,_'SCUSSI0}T

The present .Jor!::, v;hich is in the nature of a develol_-
merit, is divided into several distinct steps: First, inas-
mu.ch as it was kno_._nfrom fliTht tests (references S and _)
t:_a_ there is _. decided diffcrehce hot,Teen the la_ of a re-
trt._ctable s!ooiler near t!;o !e:_.6.in:._'. ed_.;e of t.ho rti:;c and
ti_:_t of one near the tr_i!in:_7 edge, tests ',_:ere made to
checl: this point in the wind tunnel and to obtain the va-
ri;_,_tioz_ of lai7 as the spoiler location vzmss:_oved from the
fro:_t to the ;'oar. Second, _Tith tile spo'.ler located about

one third back from the leading ed.:j_e, which seemed the

_;_ost. -oroi-'_i!sin_ [!._osii.ion, attoinpts :Tore .lathe to eliminate

the Ia_U or a_. least to reduce it to a negligible v;:,_lue by

combir, i_,f7 a slot "._ith i._s_oiler. Third, when an arran,]o-

m<nlt _iith negligible ia[< was o_taincd., :uodifications ",_re

made :-siti__tT_e view of imam,roving the -practicability of tLe

device. Finally, tl.'c :uost -oromising arrangement was test-

e_ at tr_e other locations along the chord o_ the -_in,._"

_P.t.!%_9_t.a]qie._!9.il_rg..9_ r ailqrO.nq,- The retractable

s]ooilers or ailerons (tLey have been called "s_o'.icrs"

when located _._ear the lea_]ing ed_e of i.ho wing and "ai!o-

rons" ,Jb.er. located near the trailing edge) were c'_rved

plates that slid in an& _;ut of the upper surface of the

_.vina' as indicated i:_ i'i{7_mre 2. Finally, a._ aileron con-

sistinc of a >-in_'Uod flat !>late attached to the trailing

ed_<e of the win{j was tested in this series as representa-

tive of the t_pc of action obtained with ordinary ailerons,

Uypical time history curves showinj the movement of

the <ind; following a deflection of _ho control surface are

strewn in figure 3. In these tests the control devices

wcrc _.dd.enly deflected.- the full amou.nt. The inertia of

the v.,in_ carried it past the .?osition of final balance be-

t_v_-en the tension in the elastic chord and the air forces,

but the _uotion was da_nT)ed Ov.t in a very short time. Witl'_

the aileron attaci:ed to the traiiing: ed_f;o, the motion

starte_l in the desired direction :_.s soon as the aileron

was ::_oved (within the limits of acct,.racy of the ne_suro-

T_ents, or about 0.05 second). '_,_._=_the retractable spoil-

er near the ].6adin{_ cd,]e, hen, ever, ti'-.e",_in£: ha< a slight

moveu_ent in the _:,'rong direction at first and di_. not start

movini:_ in the ri_ht direction _<.ntil _early a second o.fber

the control deflection started, ti-i:_ time interval beinc
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The flight tests of references 3 and 4 showe_ that a

lag of one,half second makes the control practically un-
usable but that a lag of one-tenth second or less was not

detectable by the pilot and therefore not objectionable.

The various lags of the retractable ailerons in the dif-

ferent positions along the chord are shown in figure 2 for
the two angles of attack representing the high- and low-

speed conditions of flight. The lag is substantially

greater for the high-angle-of-attack and low-speed condi-
tion tha_ it is for the low-angle-of-attack and high-speed

condition. It becomes less as the spoiler is moved to the

rear and reaches a usable value about 2C percent from the

trailing edge. Points are plotted on figure 2 for full de-
flection and also for half deflection, both bein_ _ade sud_

denly. The lag was about the same for both deflections.
When the control was returned to neutral, there wa_ also

a lag in the return of the wing. (See fig. 3.) In fact,

with the retractable spoiler in the for_ard location, a
lag of about the same order was present with any a_ount of

control deflection in either direction.

The final deflection of the wing was a rough r.leasure

of the rolling moment given by the lateral control device,

and this deflection, in degrees, is given in the dashed

curves of figure 2. At the high ar.gle of attack the de-

flection, or the rolling moment, became greater as the

spoiler was moved forward to 30 percent of the wing chord
but fell off slightly for the foremost position. A_u the

low angle of attack the deflections were about the same

for all positions except for the foremost, which had a
rather small value.

It was noticed in the flight tests of reference 4

that although the retractable aileron in the 0.83 c posi-

tion had no lag noticeable to the pilots with the original

wing a slight lag was found when a split trailinj-edge

flap was in use. This effect was also found in the pres-
ent wind-tunnel tests and the results, which are given in

figure 4, show that a slight increase in lag was obtained

when the flap was used.

It was known from the flight tests of reference

that a combination of retractable spoilers near the lead-

ing-edge and conventional trailing-edge ailerons gave im-

mediate response; and, in order to inveztigate the possi-

bility of obtaining a lag-free control for a wing having

its trailing-edge port,on free to take _ high-lift trail-

ing-edge flap, wind-tu_nel tests were made using two re-
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tractable devices - a front retractable spoiler and a rear

retractable aileron acting together. (S(_e fig. 5.) When

one device was located _irectly behind the other, the lag

was no greater than that Of the rear one and the rolling

moment was the same as that of the front one, making a

combination satisfactory except possibly for some increase

in the mechanical complication. When the spans of the

front and rear control devices were reduced to half their

original lengths and the two wore staggered, the lag was

found to be less than that of the front one alone but

still too largo for satisfactory use.

S__poilcr combined with slot.- The initial reversed ef-

fect resulting in the lag was thought to be intimately as-

sociated _ith the time required to effect a rather extreme

change in the flow pattern with extreme local pressure

changes. It seemed that if a slot were put through the

wing permitting air to flow from the high pressure region

below the wing to the region of low pressure that must

tend to form just behind the spoiler as it is raised above

the surface of the wing, the extreme momentary pressure

change, and therefore the lag, might be eliminated or at

least reduced to a negligible value. Furthermore, if the

slot were left permanently open and were properly shaped,

it should delay the stall over its portion of the wing and

thereby improve the lateral stability at the angles of at-

tack in the region of the stall. It would, of course, be

desirable to have the sh_pe and size of the slot such as

to have as low a drag as possible. (Se_ references 6 and
7.)

The results of the first attempt to combine a spoiler

and a slot are shown in figure 6. The _osition of the

spoiler about one third of the winJ chord back from the

leading edge was chosen from the results of figure 2 and

also from those of reference 8 as the location probably

giving the most desirable rolling moments. The spoiler

was retracted entirely within the slot and curved to fit

the slot shape. The size of the slot _s varied by moving

the rear wall; the effect of this variation on the lag is

plotted in figure 6. A gap at the top of the slot (see

fig. 6) of 3.5 percent of the wing chord or larger was re-

quired to reduce the la_ to le_s than one tenth second.

_ith a g_p of 4.6 percent or larger the lag was extremely

small, establishing the correctness of the reasoning on

which the design was based.

With the gap at _hc top m_intained c t 3.5 percent c,
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the width at the bottom was then reduced in several steps
in order to provide a slot having somewhat lower drag.
The shape was modified both at the front and at the rear
of the slot as shown in figure ?. A width at the bottom
of 5.5 percent c was found to give a lag of less than one
tenth second.

The hinge moments of this device were not measured
but in the operation of the device in the wind tunnel no
difference could be detected with or without the air in
motion, indicating that the aerodynamic hinge moments were
close to zero. The hinge moments of such an arrangement
could easily be changed by changing the angle of the spoil-
er or the location of its axis.

Slot-li_ ailerons.- Although the arrangement having
the spoiler retracting into the slot could apparently be
used satisfactorily as a lateral control device, it seemed
rather cumbersome and it was thought that using a hinged
flap as the upper portion or llp of the slot as shown in
figure 8 might be a decided improvement structurally and
might also have less drag. The arrangement shown in fig-
ure 8, which has the flap hinge axis located 25 percent
back of its leading edge for balancing, was tested with a
slot gap of 4.2 percent c. The lag _ith this arrangement
was negligible. Tests were also made with the slot shaped

i

in such a manner that the gap was closed when the flap was

neutral, in which case the lag was too great at the high-

angle-of-attac_ condition. It therefore appears that, in

order to reduce the lag to a negligible value, it is nec-

essary to have the slot continuously open even with a de-

vice which opens the slot an increasing amount as it is

deflected.

At this stage it was desired to obtain some informa-

tion in regard to the control forces required to operate

a slot-lip aileron of this form, and the hinge moments

were measured with the aileron hinge axis moved to give

various degrees of balance. For these tests, the wing was

wired in a fixed position in the tunnel and the hinge mo-

ment was obtained from the measured twist of a calibrated

torque rod attached to the aileron in line with its axis.

The results of hinge-moment tezts are given in figure 9.

With all hinge-axis locations and _ith both angles of at-

tack the free floating position of the aileron (Chl = 0)

was such that its trailing edge _as below the main wing

contour, indicating that the pressure through the slot with
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the aileron neutral was less than that over the upper sur-

face of the _Ting at that point and tiiat the velocity

through the slot was therefore greater than that over the

_U[oper surface of the wing in that region. The constant

slope of the curve of hinge-moment coefficient against ai-

leron deflection _sually considered desirable was not ob-

tair ed in these tests, the curves having zero and even re-

versed slope in some cases. Zoving the ailerons back 80

proviEe greater clearance at the nose, as sU_oun by the

dotted lines in figure 9, improved the conditions some-

what. A second arrangement was then tried havin_ a

straight wall at tLe front of the slot as shown in figure

10. Two sizes of overhanging plates to direct the air

flow back over the top of the flap were triecl. As show;_

_e did "_ot a_0_recia-by the curves of figure 10, this c_lan_ ._ . _

bly improve conditions. )_ext, the aileron flap w_Is move&

rear'_lard, tripling the clearance between the mose of the

flap al_g the front wall of the slot; and this chau_ e, as

_b.own in figure ll, r_sulted in a decided improvement.

The _\istanco between the nose of t!_e aileron and the front

_Tall of the slot _as then still further incr,_ased, as

shown in figure 12, and the hinge-mome_It curves for that

arrangoi_,ent have o reasonably satisfactory form.

The hinge-moment curves _Tith a clearance of 7.8 per-

cent of the aileron chord between the noze of the aileron

and the front wall of the slot (fig. ll) were considered

reasonably satisfactory with the proper length of over-

han_in_ _lato ahead of the aileron, and further lag tests

were then made with this ar_'angei:ient in order to find hew

small tiie shot cov.ld be u,ade without c_.usi_ug objectiona-

ble lag. From the results of these tests, tabulated in

figure 13, it is apDaroi:t that a slot having a 2-!_crcent-c

gaL, at the top and a 5-percent-c width at tLe bottom would

_!iive a lag of les_; than one tenth zecond. The slot was

then rebuilt to have a smooth shape with this size, as

shown dotted in figure 14. This arrangement had _ laC_

le_s than on_ tenth second but, as it was desired to re-

duce it still f_irther, the gap was increased to 3 _nd the

width to 6 percellt. L_-:g tests were then made wit_: the

aileron hinged at foul" different axis locations and it was

found, as shown in figure 14, that the !a_ w_s not appre-

ciably affected by the hinge-a_._is location but that the

rolling moinent as indicatoE by tiie final wing deflection

boca:no, in {;eneral, les_ _%s the hinf_e axis was -_oved to the

rear, The hini_e moments were then r:_eqsured, for t?:_is ar-

rangement with all four hinge-axis locatio_Is. The res:ilts

c%re given in figure 15.
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At this stage the lag and hinge moments of the slot-

llp aileron had apparently been developed to a usable

point for the location 30 percent back of the leading edge

of the wing, but it was not certain that this location was

necessarily the best, especially considering that the drag

an_ yawing moments could not be measured in these tests.

Both th_ drag due to the slots and the yawing-moment coef-
ficients due to the ailerons should decrease as the combi-

nation is moved to the rear, but the effect of the slot in

improving the lateral stability near the stall should be

gl-eater as the slot is moved forward. Tests were there-

fore made with the slot-lip ailerons located in two addi-

tional positions, 55 percent of the wing chord and l0 per-

cent of the wing chord. At the 55-percent location the

slot was first given a gap of 2 percent and a width of 5

percent as shown in figure 16, Lag tests were made with
th_s size and with one modification in which the width was

decreased to 4 percent a1_d which gave a lag just under one

tenth second. Hinge-moment tests were then 2nade with four
different axis locations, the results of which are given

in figure 17. The hinge mozents, it will bc noticed, are

definitely lo_'er than those for tile 30-percent location.

Siuilar lag and hinge-1_oment tests are given for the

10-pe_'cent position in figures 18 and 19. In this posi-

tion it was necessary to increase the gap to 4 percent and

the width to 7 percent in order to reduce the lag below

one tenth second; and the ,!rag would undoubtedly be high.

CONCLUSIONS

For the conditions of the tests, which are representa-

tive of a rather sn_all full-scale airI_lane, the following

concl_.sions may be dra_vn:

1. The lag of single retractable ailerons or spoil-

ers with no slot varies wit_ the position along the wing

chord from a negligible value for a position near the

trailing edge to the major part of a second for a position
near the leading edge. The lag is too great for practical

use (greater than one tenth second) unless the devices are

located within about 20 percent of the wing chord froln the

trailingedge.

2. Wit1_ two retractable devices covering the same
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portion of the span c_d operating togetllcr, one located at

S0 percent of the chord from tLc leading edge and the oth-

er directly behind it at 8S percent of the chord from tile

leading edge, a usab!c combination is obtained that givcs

the same rolling moment as the front one alone with no

more lag than the roar oi_e alone.

S. The lag of :i rotracta]_!e s]7_oiler can be reduced

to a _o_igible value by providin_ an open slot of the

proper size and form through the wing directly behind the

spoiler.

4. The slot-lip ailerons appear to be usable as a

fern of latersl control device that shows promise of giv-

ing improved later:il control anJ stability at the high

ancles of attack throu_il the stall, v_ith negligible lag,

linht co_tro! forces, .uld relatively si._iple constr_iction.

It is desirable that a,lditional tests be r_ado to find the

yawing moments given by these si!erons and the effect of

the slot on the drag.

Langley L_emorial Acronauticai Laboratory,

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

.... ,SS.Lau_ley Field Vm., April 3S 7o_ -
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tubed In oon_unotlon with a fixed clot adjoining the aileron.
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Figure 9.- Hinge-moment coefficients of a slot-lip aileron it 0.30 chord with • |peot&l-e)uapt
slot of slot _ap O.04go and slot width 0.0660 with various aileron hinge-axis poettion_.
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FIEure ii.- Hinge-moment coefficlentB of a slot-llp aileron at 0.30 ohord with a slot with a
stralght-front wall with a olearanoe of 0.078 and 0.039 aileron ohord and a slot

gap 0.048c and slot wldth 0.066c.
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